
FROM TRADITION TO INNOVATION
Vogemann Shipping  Group chooses iVE.ONE as a technology provider for asset tokenization. Vogemann Group specializes in bulk 
cargo transport and was looking to finance environmentally friendly, effcient bulkers that consume 40% less fuel and reduce CO2 
emissions. By using the iVE.ONE issuance and investment portals, they were able to offer tokens to global investors and simplify 
internal processes.

Vogemann Green Ship Tokens are digital securities in the form of uncertificated, subordinated, tokenised profit participation rights 
with a fixed annual return. The acquired capital is invested in new or modern used bulkers, which are employed, for example, to 
transport cereals, fertilisers, steel products, ore and coal and thus provide us with the raw materials we need on a daily basis. Through 
this countercyclical investment, Vogemann is exploiting historically low costs for new ships, which are now around 40% lower than 
they were in 2008, despite the fact that new ships are far superior technologically to older ones due to significant advances in 
innovation over the past ten years.

Challenges

Acquiring capital in traditional ways is often restricting, time-consuming process that involves third parties and a large 
amount of paperwork. 
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Solution

Asset tokenization has the potential to revolutionize the market. Powered by blockchain technology, tokenization opens the 
market to global players, mid-sized and smaller businesses in a compliant environment. 

About the Green Deal

50 million euro security token offering launches with the focus on sustainability50 million euro security token offering launches with the focus on sustainability

Key Figures of the Green Ship Token

Issuance: Qualifying subordinate participation rights 
embodied in tokens

Volume: 50 million tokens worth 1$ pert token

Interest rate: 8% p.a. + 50/50 profit sharing between 
investor and issuer


Min. investment: 1000 euro

Duration: up to 15 years

Information: www.greenshiptoken.com

www.ive.one


